P-FiM hears and applies the Community Voice; it is inter-agency, national staff with no fuss. The process
removes agency/project bias (that restricts discussion to ‘what agencies want to focus on’). Community
statements are objectively captured; positive, negative or neutral and attributed alongside the drivers of
impact from the community perspective – agencies learn whether they are … ‘doing things right and
doing the right things’. Agencies understand context from the community perspective – essential if the
right assumptions are to be made. P-FiM informs all agencies and actors in an open transparent way.
Building effective communication – ‘I cannot communicate with a
community until I know how I communicate with myself and
others’ … communication is more than data. Data is the lowest
level of communication that agencies seldom go beyond. A
persistent finding is that communities are tired and frustrated
with how agencies communicate with them. The Communication
Pyramid exercise enables inter-agency teams deliver effective
communication that accurately captures quantitative and
qualitative community impact statements.
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P-FiM in Kenya and South Sudan (2012): Kenya: 4 exercises in Mwingi, Turkana, East Pokot and Wajir.
South Sudan: 13 exercises in Central, Western & Eastern Equatoria; Unity; Upper Nile and Jonglei States.
163 agencies participated; 332 front line staff and 3,003 community members in 160 groups including
varied livelihood groups, women, children and vulnerable groups etc. Funded by: FAO; EU/KRDP;
UNHCR; War Child Holland, UNICEF and Global Communities

P-FiM allows communities to openly discuss what is important, working, not working and who
or what is responsible in a goal free approach. It then takes community priority issues and
integrates with issues agencies require community perspectives on in a goal focused approach
e.g. cash transfer, resilience, community engagement etc. It is a transformative process for
communities and front line personnel. It is easily rolled out and replicated to inform local
government and agency planning and policy.
Wajir Impact Attribution - December 2012

P-FiM findings in Kenya and South Sudan:
Agencies
are
not
communicating
with
communities; Agencies are mostly project and
issue centric; Agency centred accountability
paralyses community engagement; Top-down
projects frustrate frontline staff; Agencies do not
understand context as a result; Wrong
assumptions result in poor projects; No
community feedback; Community ‘early warning’
is ignored by agencies.
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Way forward: Combine goal free and goal focus approach; Data combined with community engagement
i.e. quantity and quality; Agency audits to determine community engagement approach and mainstream
learning; Share and act on evaluation findings; Correct the imbalance on what communities and
agencies know – redefine who are the experts; Community role in decentralized systems. A radical shift!

